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Executive Summary
ConnectSF is a collaborative multi-agency process to build an effective, equitable, and sustainable
transportation system for San Francisco’s future. It seeks to ensure coordination across a suite of longrange planning efforts that will identify major transportation investments and policies that offer improved
options for everyone traveling by all modes. It aims to help San Francisco reach its priorities, goals, and
aspirations as a city.

VISION
ConnectSF’s 2065 Vision will serve as the framework for how San Francisco makes transportation
decisions and investments in the future. Collaboratively developed with the community, the program’s
Futures Task Force, and leadership from City agencies, the Vision depicts San Francisco as a growing,
diverse, and equitable city with a multitude of transportation options that are available and affordable to all.
CONNECTSF GOALS

These goals form the basis of ConnectSF and the city’s long-range transportation planning work moving forward.

Equity

Economic
Vitality

Environmental
Sustainability

Safety and
Livability

Accountability and
Engagement

KEY FINDINGS FROM SAN FRANCISCO’S STATEMENT OF NEEDS
The Statement of Needs describes San Francisco’s existing conditions and the transportation deficiencies
that must be addressed to reach the ConnectSF vision. It incorporates information on planned land use
changes and transportation investments to identify transportation system needs today and in the future.
The Statement of Needs shows that planned transportation investments and policies will not achieve the
ConnectSF Vision by 2050. The challenges that the transportation network faces today are typical of older
cities with an aging population and infrastructure that are also experiencing population and economic
growth. Without new investments and policies, San Francisco will not meet the equity, environmental
sustainability and economic vitality goals articulated in the Vision.
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The analysis in the Statement of Needs relies on land use assumptions through 2050 and the Bay Area’s
currently planned transportation investments. The analysis of current and future conditions from 2015 to
2050, illustrates several key findings, summarized in the table below.
We are making progress towards
the Vision in some ways:
Planned growth increases housing
choice and more jobs
San Francisco residents have increased
transportation access to jobs

Unfortunately, we are falling
short in multiple ways:
Average
commute
times are
staying
the same

Residents of Communities of Concern
have shorter commutes and more
transit access than other households

Inequitable trends for Communities of
Concern (CoC) relative to non-CoCs
Commute times worsen
Access to high-quality transit drops
Access to jobs by both auto
and transit lags behind
Sustainable modes are not expected to
increase relative to automobile travel
San Francisco will not reach its 80%
non-auto mode share goal
Total miles driven increases
Increased congestion and transit crowding

The Statement of Needs raises concerns about reaching the equity, environmental sustainability, and
economic vitality goals. To achieve San Francisco’s Vision and Goals requires investing in existing
infrastructure, building new projects, and implementing policies that address these challenges.
HOW WILL THE STATEMENT OF NEEDS BE USED?
The ConnectSF Transit Corridors Study and Streets and Freeways Study will identify and evaluate major
transportation concepts and policies to address the identified needs beyond those currently planned.
The recommendations from these two studies, along with other studies and plans from city agencies,
regional transit operators and other San Francisco stakeholders will be prioritized within the San Francisco
Transportation Plan (SFTP) to develop a financially constrained transportation investment strategy and
policy recommendations to help achieve the ConnectSF Vision. This information will also inform an update
of the San Francisco General Plan Transportation Element.
The two prior SFTP updates demonstrate that San Francisco cannot achieve its goals with existing
revenue sources alone. Consequently, the SFTP also includes an aspirational investment plan that
demonstrates how new revenue sources can help close the gap toward reaching the ConnectSF Vision.
San Francisco and the Bay Area have successfully passed new funding measures, such as the Traffic
Congestion Mitigation Tax approved by San Francisco voters in November 2019 and Regional Measure 3
approved by Bay Area voters in June 2018, but a substantial funding gap remains. The ConnectSF process
is also positioning San Francisco projects to secure funding by submitting the SFTP investment plan to the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) for inclusion in the regional transportation plan/sustainable
communities strategy, known as Plan Bay Area 2050. Inclusion in the regional plan helps to ensure
eligibility for state and federal funding.
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GET INVOLVED
ConnectSF’s outreach process is centered on engaging numerous voices from across the City. The
current phase of outreach is focused on addressing the needs and challenges described in the Statement
of Needs. This includes gathering input on potential solutions and community member priorities for future
projects and policies.
Visit the ConnectSF website (www.connectsf.org) to:
» Explore data visualizations on key metrics and provide feedback
» Learn more about ConnectSF
» Subscribe to the ConnectSF email list
Attend an upcoming presentation on the statement of needs
Check the ConnectSF website, www.ConnectSF.org, for the latest schedule on presentations and
briefings to Boards, Commissions, and community groups.
In-person outreach by emailing ConnectSF@sfgov.org to request a presentation to your community group

NEXT STEPS

Transit Corridors Study
This study will identify, develop, assess
and prioritize the next generation of transit
investments for San Francisco.
Streets and Freeways Study

EXPLORE THE DATA

Data from the Statement of
Needs are also available online at
connectsf.org/transportation-needs, both
in an interactive format and for download.
Six maps show data related to:

This study will identify a set of policies and
major investments for San Francisco’s arterials
and freeways.

» Jobs and housing growth

Regional coordination

» Commute times

The Transportation Authority is coordinating City
priorities for regionally significant projects and
policies for Plan Bay Area 2050, the region’s
long-range transportation planning effort led by
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission.

» Transit crowding

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS

» Jobs accessibility

» Vehicle miles driven
» Trip-making patterns
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Introduction
CONNECTSF PHASE I:
A VISION FOR SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco’s land use and transportation
planning agencies are collaborating on a longrange transportation planning program called
ConnectSF to identify major policies and
investments needed for the future. In the spring
of 2018, the program team completed the first
phase of work for ConnectSF: developing a Vision
for San Francisco in 50 years. This included an
extensive outreach process, with over 5,000
individuals and more than 60 organizations
contributing their thoughts on the future of
San Francisco as a place to live, work, and play.

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS

Briefly, the Vision is one where:
» San Francisco is a growing,
diverse, equitable city.
» A multitude of non-auto
transportation options are
available and affordable to all.
» Infrastructure is well maintained and
managed as a result of strong civic
and governmental engagement.
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The Vision was adopted and/or endorsed by
the Planning Commission, San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) Board, and
SFMTA Board. The ConnectSF Vision includes
five goal areas that guide the planning process:
equity, environmental sustainability, economic
vitality, safety and livability, and accountability
and engagement. These goals guided the
creation of the Vision in Phase 1 and will continue
to guide analysis, design and evaluation of the
Phases 2 and 3 transportation planning process
and products shown in Figure 1.
CONNECTSF PHASES 2 AND 3
As the first step of Phase 2, the Statement of
Needs identifies needs and challenges for
the future, taking into account the current
transportation system, planned transportation
projects and policies, and locations for anticipated

growth. The next step is to develop project
concepts that respond to identified needs for the
City’s transit, streets and freeway networks through
two modal studies — the Transit Corridors Study
and the Streets & Freeways Study.
Phase 3 of ConnectSF will lead to the development
of two important City planning documents — the
San Francisco Transportation Plan (SFTP) and the
Transportation Element of the General Plan. The
information used throughout this project will also
be used to inform the development of Plan Bay
Area, the regional long range transportation plan.
The SFTP will incorporate the recommendations
from the two modal plans along with other studies
and plans from city agencies, regional transit
operators, and other stakeholders to develop
a fiscally constrained transportation investment
strategy and policy recommendations.

Figure 1. ConnectSF Transportation Planning Program
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Photo by Sergio Ruiz, flic.kr/p/o6xn1E

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STATEMENT OF NEEDS?
The Statement of Needs provides an
understanding of how the transportation system
performs today and how it may perform in the
future. It does this by answering two key questions:
» Does the City’s transportation
system performance meet the
goals and aspirations set out
in the ConnectSF Vision?
» If not, what is needed to reach that Vision?
A set of metrics that align with ConnectSF’s goals
were identified to assess the City’s transportation
system performance in both 2015 and 2050. Many
of these metric results were derived from the
San Francisco Chained Activity Modeling Process
(SF-CHAMP), a travel demand model developed
by SFCTA that predicts how people travel in the
region based on future growth and transportation
system changes. Other metrics were based on
current available data and research produced by
various city agencies.

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS

All these metrics were developed and analyzed
considering a context of potential significant
changes. The advent of autonomous vehicles may
radically change how people travel and where they
live and work. Sea-level rise, extreme weather and
storm events resulting from climate change will
reshape how and where San Franciscans live and
travel. These topics and others will be the subject of
more detailed analysis and study to help shape the
ConnectSF plans. This report focuses on the best
available information to estimate both land use and
transportation changes that will impact how people
travel in 2050. The ConnectSF website Futures
Primer page provides more detailed information on
potential changes that may affect how people travel
(https://connectsf.org/futures-primer/).
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Evaluating
Transportation Needs in
the Context of Growth
Before describing future transportation system needs, it
is helpful to contextualize San Francisco’s future growth.
Using forecasts from state planning agencies, the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Association of
Bay Area Governments, and the San Francisco Planning
Department, the study team developed future scenarios for
how San Francisco may grow and change in the coming
years. This section reviews expected changes to land use
patterns and the transportation network, setting the stage
for the 2050 transportation needs analysis. More detailed
information about these modeling assumptions can be found
in Appendix C.
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Table 1. Current and Projected Population and Employment in San Francisco

2015

2050

Change

% Change

Population

880,000

1,245,000

365,000

41%

Jobs

745,000

924,000

179,000

24%

SAN FRANCISCO WILL CONTINUE TO GROW
San Francisco is expected to grow because it
is and will continue to be an attractive place to
live and work. Employment is expected to grow
at historic rates (around 5,000 jobs annually),
reaching 924,000 jobs in San Francisco by
2050. Population is expected to grow faster than
it has in the past. Over the previous 35 years,
San Francisco added just under 6,000 people
per year. In the future, San Francisco is projected
to add more than 10,000 new residents annually,
reaching a population of 1,245,000 by 2050
(Table 1 and Figure 2).
Population and employment growth assumptions
are based on development capacity including
adopted plans, zoning, and policies, such as:
» Large developments and plan areas,
such as Candlestick Point, Central
SoMa, The Hub, and Park Merced.

» HOME-SF, the City’s local density bonus
program which incentivizes building more
affordable and family-friendly housing
in neighborhood commercial and transit
corridors through zoning density bonuses.
» State density bonuses
» Accessory dwelling units (ADUs) program
» Production, Distribution and
Repair (PDR) programs
San Francisco’s current zoning capacity is
anticipated to be entirely consumed given current
growth projections shortly after 2040. This will
necessitate future planning to allow for increased
density to achieve the expected 2050 population
and employment growth, as shown in Figure 3.

» Projects that would add residential
units or commercial space for which
applications have been formally
submitted to the Planning Department or
the Department of Building Inspection

Figure 2. Historic and Projected Population and
Employment in San Francisco

» Soft site potential, where existing
development is 30% less than the
maximum allowed by existing zoning

1,200,000

1,500,000
POPULATION

900,000

JOBS

600,000
300,000
0
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Figure 3. 2050 Population + Employment Density (thousands per square mile)
25 or less

25 – 50
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Where Will The Growth Go?
Most of the planned increased growth will
occur in the eastern parts of the City (Figure 4).
San Francisco has over 60,000 new housing
units in its development pipeline, with 20%
permanently affordable (Table 2). Nearly all of

San Francisco’s current and future development
is planned to be near transit. Increasing the
density of development in those areas also
increases the number of trips that can be made
by walking and biking.

Treasure
Island

Figure 4. Major Plans and Projects in San Francisco (thousands per square mile)
25 or less

25 – 50

50 – 100

100 – 200

200 – 400

more than 400

Transit Center District Plan
Central SoMa
Mission Rock

The Hub

Mission Bay

Pier 70

Potrero HOPE SF

Potrero
Power Station

India Basin

Balboa
Reservoir
Parkmerced

Hunters Point Shipyard
HOPE SF Sunnydale

Schlage
Lock
Candlestick
Point

Executive Park
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The Region Also Continues to Grow
The population of the Bay Area is also expected to
increase by 41% between 2015 and 2050 (Table 3),
and the relative growth in jobs is expected to
be higher for the entire Bay Area (33%) than for
San Francisco (24%).
At a regional level, Plan Bay Area (the regional land
use and transportation planning framework for the
nine-county Bay Area) has developed a growth

strategy that promotes compact development
in established communities with access to
existing and new transit networks. Household
and employment growth are expected to be
concentrated in the region’s three largest cities:
San Jose, San Francisco, and Oakland.

Table 2. New housing units and Jobs from Plan Areas, Major Developments and Programs

Plan Areas and Major Developments

Housing Units

Jobs

Central SoMa

8,800

32,000

Mission Rock

1,330

5,200

Mission Bay

2,100

500

11,800

11,300

Transit Center District Plan

4,000

25,000

Potrero PowerStation

2,600

5,100

India Basin

1,575

600

11,000

12,500

Schlage Lock

1,680

65

Executive Park

1,700

0

HOPE SF Sunnydale & Potrero

1,850

230

Park Merced

5,700

1,300

Balboa Reservoir

1,300

50

Treasure Island

7,400

3,090

62,800

96,900

Housing Units

Jobs

18,000

N/A

5,000

N/A

85,800

96,900

The Hub

Hunters Point Shipyard & Candlestick

Total for Developments
Citywide Policies
Accessory Dwelling Units
HOME-SF (local density bonus program)
Total for all
Table 3. Current and Projected Population and Employment in the Bay Area

2015

2050

Change

Population

7,330,000

10,350,000

3,020,000

41%

Jobs

3,798,000

5,059,000

1,261,000

33%
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Photo by SFMTA Photography Department

PLANNED INVESTMENTS IN THE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
To conduct the Statement of Needs analysis, the
ConnectSF team analyzed a transportation network
that represents the City today (as of 2015)1 and one
that represents the City in 2050. The 2015 network
includes all local and regional transit services,
all roadways, tolled facilities, parking costs, and
bicycle infrastructure as they existed in 2015.
The 2050 network includes the 2015 network
plus several projects derived from the most recent
SFTP and Plan Bay Area (both updated in 2017),
some of which are currently under construction.
The 2050 transportation network includes:
» Planned SFMTA bus improvements
including bus rapid transit on Van Ness,
Geary, 16th Street, and Geneva-Harney
and implementation of Muni Forward
» Planned SFMTA rail transit service
expansion, including the Central
Subway and the Historic Streetcar
Extension to Fort Mason

» Planned regional transit projects, including
Caltrain Downtown Extension and increased
service from electrification, increased
BART service through the Transbay
Tube and San Francisco’s core (30%
increase in frequency), and additional
ferry and regional express bus service
» Highway managed lanes and road
pricing projects, including express
lanes on parts of US-101 and I-280, and
congestion pricing on Treasure Island
» Planned bike network projects
Downtown congestion pricing and a second
transbay rail crossing were not included in the
2050 transportation network. This is because
further detail for each of these projects is
currently undergoing a significant planning and
evaluation process led by SFCTA and BART,
respectively. The current analysis also does not
include substantial new Muni bus or rail service
beyond the routes listed above and assumes
consistent ownership of personal cars for
residents and workers in the future.

1 For the purposes of the Statement of Needs Analysis, 2015 was chosen as the base/current year because this was the most current year with
available comprehensive land use data when the analysis was conducted.
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Key Findings
The ConnectSF study team produced a set of metrics to
evaluate transportation needs in the City. Most of these
metrics used the above information on land use and
transportation network changes expected between 2015 and
2050, along with the SF-CHAMP model outputs and data from
other city agencies, to assess how well San Francisco will
meet ConnectSF’s goals and objectives without any additional
project or policy changes. For several of ConnectSF’s Goals
and Objectives, it was not possible to develop a meaningful
forecast future performance (e.g., safety). For these metrics,
the most recent available data were used to help describe the
transportation need.
The results for all metrics represent conditions for a typical
weekday. They are presented for the City as a whole and, in
some cases, for the neighborhoods shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Neighborhood Districts Used in Transportation Modeling
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SAN FRANCISCO’S GROWTH MEANS MORE TRAVEL OF ALL TYPES
The anticipated growth in people living and
working in San Francisco in 2050 yields a
significant increase in the total number of trips to,
from, and within the City. In 2015, there were 4.3
million daily trips of all types being made to, from,
and within San Francisco by all modes of travel.
By 2050 that number is expected to grow to 5.9
million — a 36% increase in trips (Table 4).
Trips of all types increase, but trips for personal
and social purposes (errands, shopping,
meals out, etc.) are expected to grow at a
faster rate than other purposes (Figure 6). This
reflects a demographic transition towards an
older population affecting the entire U.S. In
San Francisco, California’s Department of Finance
forecasts that the share of the population over the
age of 65 is expected to double over the next 35
years, from 14% in 2015 to 28% in 2050.

Regional and Local Travel Patterns
As mentioned previously, total daily trips to, from and
within San Francisco are expected to grow by 36%.
Five of the twelve San Francisco neighborhoods are
expected to capture 75% of these new trips through
2050 — SoMa, Mission/Potrero, and Downtown each
add over 200,000 trips and Bayshore and the Sunset
each add over 150,000 trips (Table 5). Trips between
San Francisco and other parts of the region grow as
well, with trips to and from the South Bay and East
Bay increasing by 184,000.

Figure 6. Trip Purpose for Trips with an Origin or Destination in San Francisco
WORK

2015
2050

1,543,400
2,060,300
SCHOOL / CHILD

803,400
1,075,600
PERSONAL / SOCIAL

1,970,800
2,743,400

Table 4. Change in San Francisco Population, Jobs and Trips

Population
Jobs
Trips

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS

2015
880,000
745,000
4,300,00

2050
1,245,000
924,000
5,900,00

Change
365,000
179,000
1,600,00

% Change
41%
24%
36%
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Table 5a. Total Trips With at Least One Trip End in San Francisco by District

2015

TRIPS

2050

SHARE

SHARE

TRIPS

Bayshore

223,700

5%

6%

379,600

Downtown

754,400

17%

16%

956,700

Hill Districts

158,100

4%

3%

198,200

Marina/N. Heights

285,700

7%

6%

324,900

Mission/Potrero

399,400

9%

11%

642,200

N. Beach/Chinatown

315,400

7%

6%

365,400

Noe/Glen/Bernal

168,400

4%

3%

192,600

Outer Mission

211,400

5%

5%

281,400

Richmond

203,500

5%

4%

240,900

SoMa/Treasure Island

252,600

6%

9%

526,500

Sunset

390,800

9%

9%

557,800

Western Market

348,800

8%

7%

421,000

East Bay

229,900

5%

5%

314,700

North Bay

65,200

2%

1%

67,400

South Bay

310,400

7%

7%

409,900

Total Trips

4,317,700

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS
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MORE JOBS WILL BE ACCESSIBLE
Job accessibility is based on where people
live, where jobs are, and the transportation
network configuration. All three of these
factors contribute to an expected increase in
the number of jobs accessible by a 30-minute
car trip or by a 45-minute transit trip (Figure 7).
These travel times approximate the average
commute times for Bay Area residents using
these modes. In 2050, there will be more jobs

accessible to San Francisco residents than in
2015, and there is a greater improvement in job
accessibility by transit than by auto (Figure 7)
based on the planned location of most of the
city’s growth. However, despite this improvement
in job accessibility by transit, auto modes still
provide better overall job accessibility in 2050.

Table 5b. Increase in Trips With at Least One Trip End in San Francisco by District
BAYSHORE

70% increase from 2015

DOWNTOWN
HILL DISTRICTS

27%
25%

MARINA / N. HEIGHTS

14%

MISSION / POTRERO

61%

N. BEACH / CHINATOWN
NOE / GLEN / BERNAL

16%

14%

OUTER MISSION
RICHMOND

33%
18%

SOMA / TREASURE ISLAND

108%

SUNSET
WESTERN MARKET
EAST BAY

43%
21%

NORTH BAY

37%

3%

SOUTH BAY

New Trips in 2050

32%

100,000

150,000

200,000

250,000

300,000

Figure 7. Number of Jobs Accessible by Mode
30-MINUTE AUTO TRIP

989,000
1,106,000
45-MINUTE TRANSIT TRIP

499,000
700,000
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Figures 8 and 9 present the change in accessibility by auto (Figure 8) and transit (Figure 9).
Figure 8. 2015 – 2050 Change in 2050 Jobs Accessible by Auto in 30 Minutes
Jobs Accessible
(thousands)

-300 or less

-300 – -100

-100 – 100

100 – 300

300 – 500

500 – 700

700 – 900

Figure 9. 2015 – 2050 Change in Jobs Accessible by Transit in 45 Minutes

900 – 1000

1000 – 1100

1100 – 1200

more than 1200
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COMMUTE TIMES AND TRAVEL PATTERNS STAY THE SAME
The anticipated population and job growth increase
commuting, growing from 740,000 daily commuters in
2015 to 982,000 in 2050. Commute trips will grow the
most to SoMa, Downtown, and Mission/Potrero, which
collectively account for 60% of new commute trips.
Despite this growth, average commute times are
expected to remain unchanged at a City level from
2015 to 2050. As in 2015, residents who live on

the outer edges of the city may continue to have
longer commutes in 2050 compared to more
centrally located residents (Figure 10). Significant
population growth near Downtown and SoMa and
the continued growth of employment in these
locations keeps average commute times down,
even while some areas of the City show increases
in commute time.

Figure 10. 2050 Average Commute Time (minutes)
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Table 6. Commute Trips by Origin

Number of commute trips
(Percentage of total commute trips)

2015

2050

Percent change

Intra-San Francisco

419,400
(56.7%)

574,500
(58.5%)

37%

Region to San Francisco

254,900
(34.5%)

302,500
(30.8%)

19%

San Francisco to Region

65,400
(8.8%)

104,800
(10.7%)

60%

739,700

981,800

33%

All Commutes
Figure 11 San Francisco Daytime Population
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Commute travel by geography increases but
the patterns see only modest changes. The
share of workers commuting to San Francisco
from the region declines somewhat (but not the
absolute number of commutes), while the share
of San Franciscans commuting out increases
(Table 6). While most commute trips start and end
in San Francisco in both 2015 and 2050, planning
for the more than 40 percent of commute trips that
travel between San Francisco and the region is a
critical element of this planning process.
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The significant number of people who commute
to San Francisco boosts the daytime population
of the City. In 2015, the daytime population of the
City was over 1 million people, or about 200,000
people greater than the number that live in the
City (Figure 11). With significant growth in new City
residents, the daytime population increases to over
1.4 million, continuing trend of an influx of people
coming into San Francisco during the day.
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COMMUTE AND JOBS ACCESSIBILITY OUTCOMES ARE UNEQUAL
While overall commute patterns are not projected to change significantly, outcomes are different
for various San Francisco communities and populations. By 2050, commute times in southern
neighborhoods are expected to increase while commutes in SOMA and some eastern neighborhoods
get shorter (Figure 12).

Figure 12. 2015 – 2050 Change in Average Commute Time (minutes)
-5 or less

-5 – -2
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To evaluate whether outcomes are equitable, the
study team used MTC’s Communities of Concern
(CoC) criteria to identify communities with high
populations of seniors, people with disabilities,
people with limited English proficiency, singleparent households, zero-car households, lowincome households, cost-burdened renters
or minority households (Figure 13). CoC and
non-COC areas in the City each include a mix
of neighborhoods close to downtown and

neighborhoods on the southern and western
edges of the City. The SF-CHAMP model was used
to estimate how the planned future transportation
network and future population and job locations
affect these CoCs. Note that because the study
team and CHAMP cannot estimate with any
certainty where CoCs will be in 2050, the same
geographies as in 2015 were used.

Figure 13. Communities of Concern
MTC 2017 Communities of Concern (modified)

SFCTA 2017 supplemental Communities of Concern

Note: Given San Francisco’s greater population density than the Bay Area as a whole, SFCTA applied MTC’s Community of
Concern definitions to Census block groups. MTC applies these definitions to the Census Tract level used by MTC.
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In both 2015 and 2050, people who live in areas
identified as a CoC have shorter commute times
than people who live in non-CoC areas (Table 7).
However, the commute times for people who live
in non-CoC areas are not expected to increase by
2050, while the commute times for residents of
CoCs are expected to increase by 6%.
Similarly, in both 2015 and 2050, areas identified
as a CoC have a higher share of the population
with access to high-quality transit than people who
live in non-CoC areas (Table 8). Access to highquality transit is defined as living within either 0.25
miles of a rapid bus stop or light rail stop without
dedicated right-of-way or within 0.5 miles of a rail
stop with dedicated right of way with frequencies
better than or equal to 10 minutes. While the share
of the non-CoC population with access to high
quality transit increases by 2050, the share of the
CoC population with access to high-quality transit
declines. This may be due to one of two factors:
1) expected population growth in CoCs is not near
high quality transit or 2) future planned additional
high-quality transit are not near CoCs.
These patterns are also consistent when
considering household income. Commutes for
moderate, low, and very low-income households are
increasing while commutes for high- and middleincome households are getting slightly shorter.

Table 7. Average Commute Travel Time (minutes)
by Community of Concern Status

2015

2050 % Change

CoC

21.7

23.0

6%

Non-CoC

25.1

25.0

0%

Table 8. Share of Population with Access to
High-Quality Transit by Community of Concern Status

2015

2050 % Change

CoC

94.1%

90.5%

-3.9%

Non-CoC

85.3%

88.6%

+3.9%

Table 9. Number of Jobs Accessible by
45-minute Trip on Transit

2015

2050 % Change

CoC

512,800

674,000

31%

Non-CoC

492,300

712,000

45%

Table 10. Number of Jobs Accessible by
30-minute Trip by Car

2015

2050

% Change

CoC

996,700 1,072,600

8%

Non-CoC

985,800 1,122,300

14%

Additionally, job accessibility for San Francisco
residents is expected to improve, but residents of
CoCs see smaller increases compared to those
who live in non-CoCs, whether on transit or by car
(Table 9 and Table 10). Again, this pattern holds
when considering household income.
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WE WILL BE CHALLENGED TO MEET OUR MODE SHIFT GOALS
Trips are expected to increase by all modes of travel between 2015 and 2050, and the greatest
absolute increase in trips by mode is on transit (Figure 14). However, auto modes also see significant
growth through 2050, including a doubling of trips made using transportation network companies
(TNCs, such as Lyft and Uber).
Figure 14. More Trips on All Modes of Travel
1,500,000
2015 2050

1,000,000

500,000

0

Drive Alone
(Car)

Auto
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The “0-80-100-Roots” climate action policy framework
for the City of San Francisco has set a goal for 80% of
trips to use non-auto modes by 2030.2 Today, almost
40% of trips are by foot, bike, or transit and another 28%
are by carpool. The high non-auto mode share today
is anticipated to hold steady through 2050. In fact,
except for a shift from driving alone to TNC use, most
mode shares remain the same in 2050 as they were
in 2015 (Table 11). Without further intervention, however,
San Francisco will find it difficult to meet the 80% target.

At a neighborhood level, non-auto mode shares
shift slightly in 2050 (Figure 15). Neighborhoods that
have historically had the highest non-auto mode
share — Downtown and North Beach/Chinatown — are
expected to see declines. Some of this change may
be attributable to TNCs, which appear to be diverting
active transportation and transit trips in some of the
densest parts of the city. In addition, while the auto
mode share exceeds 50% in all other neighborhoods
both today and in the future, there are increases in nonauto mode share in several neighborhoods outside
of the downtown core, such as the Sunset, Mission/
Potrero, Marina/N. Heights and Richmond districts.

Table 11. Mode share of trips

2015
Trips Mode Share (%)
Drive Alone

2050
Trips Mode Share (%)

1,157,400 27%

1,435,800 24%

245,500 6%

483,900 8%

1,215,800 28%

1,618,800 28%

Transit

856,100 20%

1,239,600 21%

Walk/Bike

842,900 20%

1,101,200 19%

TNC
Carpool

Figure 15. Auto Mode Share Remains High Outside Downtown
DOWNTOWN
N. BEACH/CHINATOWN
SOMA
WESTERN MARKET
MARINA/N. HEIGHTS
MISSION/POTRERO
NOE/GLEN/BERNAL
RICHMOND
HILL DISTRICTS
SUNSET
OUTER MISSION
BAYSHORE
Non-Auto Mode Share

Non-Auto Mode Growth

Auto Mode Growth

Auto Mode Share

2 City of San Francisco goal of zero waste, 80 percent non-auto trips, 100 percent renewable energy, and increasing urban greening by 2030.
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Person Miles Driven Per Capita is Unchanged
in the City, But Declines in the Region
Person miles driven per capita measures the
average number of miles a person drives, rides
as a passenger in a private vehicle, or takes a
TNC/ride-hail service. It does not include trucks
or commercial vehicles. San Francisco residents
have far lower person miles driven per capita
than other Bay Area residents, but person miles
driven per capita will remain flat in San Francisco
while dropping in the rest of the Bay Area
(Table 12). Even with the improvement, other
Bay Area residents are expected to produce
more than twice as many person miles driven as
San Francisco residents.

Table 12. Change in Personal Miles Driven per Capita
(SF vs Region) (2015 – 2050)

2015
San Francisco
Rest of Bay Area

2050 % Change

6.5

6.6

1%

16.4

14.9

-9%

At a neighborhood level, person miles driven
per capita is expected to increase in 2050 in
neighborhoods with the lowest person miles
driven per capita in 2015, such as Downtown,
North Beach/Chinatown and SoMa, as well as in
Bayshore (Figure 16). Most other neighborhoods
with higher person miles driven per capita, such as
the Hill Districts and the Sunset, show declines.

Figure 16. Change in Person-Miles Driven per Capita by District (2015 – 2050)
Person-Miles Driven Per Capita

DOWNTOWN

Increase 2015 – 2050
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There is an Opportunity to Shift
Short Trips to Active Modes
Achieving an 80 percent non-auto mode share will
require a concerted effort to address travel of all
types — work, school, personal — in all areas of
the City. Short automobile trips (defined here as
three miles or less) present ready opportunities

for mode shift to walking, bicycle or transit. Of the
approximately 3.5 million auto trips estimated to
start and end in San Francisco in 2050, about 47%
are three miles or shorter. The neighborhoods that
are projected to have the highest number of auto
trips that are three miles or less are Downtown,
Mission/Potrero, and the Sunset (Table 13).

Figure 17. Total Person Miles Driven and Greenhouse
Gas Emissions, 2015 and 2050

Making Progress on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
While overall person miles driven is projected
to increase in San Francisco due to the growth
in auto trips, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
are anticipated to fall (Figure 17). This reflects an
expected decline in emission rates from vehicles
due to ongoing changes in the fuel mix of vehicles
(e.g., increasing share of electric vehicles) and
continued fuel efficiency gains for gas-fueled
vehicles based on adopted state law.3 In the City’s
Climate Action Plan, San Francisco has set an
ambitious goal of reducing GHG emissions to 80%
of 1990 levels by the year 2050. This will be a
tremendous challenge considering half of existing
emissions comes from the transportation sector.

Miles
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15 M

+21%
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-26%
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Table 13. Auto Trips Three Miles or Shorter with an Origin or Destination in San Francisco by District

Number of Trips
Origin District

Share of Trips (%)

2015

2050

Change (%)

2015

2050

58,800

178,400

203%

47%

62%

105,800

246,600

133%

49%

67%

52,000

119,400

130%

50%

65%

126,500

225,600

78%

53%

57%

71,000

117,700

66%

42%

42%

118,900

187,000

57%

45%

48%

44,400

65,300

47%

47%

48%

102,500

146,000

42%

58%

61%

Marina/ N. Heights

80,900

109,200

35%

55%

58%

Richmond

61,200

80,000

31%

47%

49%

Noe/Glen/Bernal

51,500

67,000

30%

52%

51%

Outer Mission

75,000

84,400

13%

48%

44%

SoMa
Downtown
N. Beach/Chinatown
Mission/Potrero
Bayshore
Sunset
Hill Districts
Western Market

3 California’s statutory authority to require lower vehicle emissions is currently the subject of legal action by the federal government
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK PERFORMANCE WORSENS
Growth in population, employment and trips
through 2050 will yield reduced transportation
network performance for people traveling by
transit and in vehicles. This section highlights the
extent of those impacts.
Roadway Congestion Increases
With increased growth, the transportation
improvements as currently planned and the
ongoing reliance on privately owned automobiles,
congestion will get worse. Through 2050, roadway
speeds are expected to drop during the morning
peak (7 – 10 A.M.), evening peak (3:30 – 6:30 P.M.)
and mid-day (10 A.M – 3:30 P.M.) periods, indicating
continued spreading of congestion beyond
traditional commute times (Figure 18). With a few
exceptions, speeds remain the same or decline on
most major streets and freeways, with the greatest
speed declines on freeways and in neighborhoods

experiencing the most growth (Figure 19). Note
that the increase in auto speeds on Mission Street
occurs due to a significant reduction in vehicle traffic
corresponding with the installation of bus-only lanes.
Regional automobile travel will contribute to this
growth in congestion. Overall, the daily crossings
of county lines by automobile will be 19% higher in
2050 than in 2015 (Table 14). The largest increase
is at the San Mateo County line, which will see an
additional 167,000 daily vehicles (25% increase).
The vast majority of crossings now and in the
future are in single-occupancy vehicles (SOV).
Transportation planning in San Francisco will need
to consider transportation networks in surrounding
counties, provide alternatives for people traveling
to and from San Francisco, and evaluate a range
of congestion management techniques such as
pricing, tolling, and carpooling.

Figure 18. Change in Speed by Time of Day for all Roadways in San Francisco
30
2015 2050

25
20
15
10
5
0

3:00a – 6:00a
EARLY MORNING

6:00a – 9:00a
AM PEAK

9:00a – 3:30p
MID-DAY

3:30p – 6:30p
PM PEAK

6:30p – 3:00a

Table 14. County Line Vehicle Crossings

2015

2050

Difference

Percent change

Bay Bridge

282,000

317,000

+35,000

12%

Golden Gate Bridge

133,000

138,000

+5,000

4%

San Mateo County Line

662,000

829,000

+167,000

25%

1,078,000

1,284,000

+206,000

19%

Total
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Figure 19. Change in AM Speeds by Road Segment
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Transit Crowding Increases
Transit is considered crowded when the number
of passengers on a vehicle is 85% or greater than
a bus or train car’s capacity. This conservative
definition allows for normal variance in day-to-day
transit use and the varying perceptions of transit
riders. The study team looked at passenger hours
(the total number of hours spent by riders on all
transit systems) and the share of those hours
expected to be spent in crowded conditions.
Transit is expected to grow more crowded through
2050, despite large planned service and capacity
increases on BART and Caltrain in particular and
smaller increase to SFMTA service. The share
of passenger hours on Muni that are crowded
increases from 18% to 23% (Figure 20), while BART
holds steady at 11%, in part due to service capacity
increases. However, the most crowded segments
of BART’s system continue to be in San Francisco.
BART ridership data from September 2019 shows
that two-thirds of all BART trips enter or exit at a
station along Market Street. AC Transit also sees
substantial increase in crowding on regional bus
service to the Salesforce Transit Center.
Muni bus lines carry about twice the number of
passenger hours as Muni rail lines. However, about
32% of passenger hours on Muni rail are estimated
to be crowded in 2050, compared to 19% of
passenger hours on Muni buses (Figure 21). For all
Muni services, crowding worsens during all time
periods (early AM, AM peak, mid-day, PM peak,
and evening).

Figures 22 through 24 illustrate estimated
2050 transit crowding during the AM peak
period for Muni Bus, Muni Rail, and regional
transit, respectively. Transit crowding persists in
Downtown, on Market Street and Mission Street,
in the Central Subway and Transbay corridors,
and on many major corridors within the City. While
some significant projects are planned for key
corridors (such as Better Market Street and Caltrain
Electrification) and both BART and Muni are
purchasing new vehicles which increases capacity,
demand for transit services is anticipated to grow
faster than these current planned investments. On
the other hand, the City’s western neighborhoods
generally experience lower levels of crowding.

Figure 20. Average Weekday Passenger Hours by
Crowding Level
250 K
200 K
150 K
100 K
50 K
0

2015 2050

2015 2050

2015 2050

2015 2050

2015 2050

Figure 21. Average Weekday Passenger Hours by
Crowding Level – Muni
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0
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Figure 22. 2050 AM Muni Bus Passenger Crowding Level
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Figure 23. 2050 AM Muni Rail Passenger Crowding Level
Crowding (V/C)
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Figure 24. 2050 AM Regional Transit Passenger Crowding Level
Crowding (V/C)
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Transit Reliability is an Ongoing Concern
While transit accessibility is expected to
improve over time, increasing street congestion
and transit crowding highlight the need to focus
on the reliability of the transit system. While
transit reliability cannot be forecast to 2050,
reliability is a critical transportation system need
and is presented here using the most recent
available data.

Figure 25. Muni On-Time Performance by
Fiscal Year, 2015 – 2019

One measure of reliability is on-time performance
of transit. On-time performance is measured
throughout the journey of each transit route, not
just at the end of the route. Since 2015, Muni’s
overall on-time performance systemwide has
decreased slightly from a high of 61.3% in 2016
to a current low of 54.5% in 2019 (Figure 25).
Proposition E, passed by San Francisco voters in
1999, set a standard for Muni to have at least an
85% on-time record, with the goal of achieving
this by 2004. Muni has not yet achieved this
goal, and the most recent trend shows a need to
continue to identify solutions to improve on-time
performance.

70%

Another measure of transit reliability is the
variability of transit speed. More variable transit
speeds indicate increased likelihood of a bus or
train not being available when expected and/or
travel taking longer than expected. Variability of
transit speed improved from around 30% in 2011
(i.e., observed speeds are typically within 30%
of average speed) to nearly 15% in 2017, before
increasing again in 2019 to over 20% (Figure 26).
Figure 27 shows transit speed variability for
specific local and regional routes that travel on
San Francisco’s arterials in 2017.
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Figure 26. Transit Speed Variability, 2011 – 2017
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Source: 2019 SFCTA Congestion Management Program Report
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Figure 27. Variability of Transit Speeds for Existing Evening Peak Transit Service (2017)
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SAFETY IS A PERSISTENT CONCERN

Figure 28. Traffic Fatalities in San Francisco, 2006 – 2019

In 2014, San Francisco became a Vision Zero city,
vowing to eliminate all traffic-related deaths by
2024 through education, enforcement, and road
infrastructure redesign. The Vision Zero SF Action
Strategy defines data-driven strategies that focus
on creating safer streets, educating the public,
enforcing traffic laws, and advancing transformative
policies that save lives. As part of this effort, the
City has identified a high injury street network,
finding that 70% of San Francisco’s severe and fatal
traffic injuries occur on just 12% of its streets.

50

Safety is another metric that cannot be easily
forecast into the future, so is presented here
using the most recent available data. Overall
traffic fatalities have fluctuated over the past
decade, including increases in the last two years
(Figure 28).
Despite the significant focus and resources on
eliminating fatalities and improving transportation
safety, these issues remain a significant concern.
Except for 2013, bicycle and pedestrian fatalities
and injuries have generally increased over the
last decade (Figure 28). Figures 29 and 30 show
the locations of bicycle and pedestrian injuries in
San Francisco from 2006 to 2017.
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Note: 2019 traffic fatalities are through November 2019.
Source: SFMTA

Figure 29. Annual Bicycle and Pedestrian
Injuries and Fatalities
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Figure 30. Bicycle Collisions in San Francisco, 2006 – 2017
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Figure 31. Pedestrian Collisions in San Francisco, 2006 – 2017
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KEEPING ASSETS IN A STATE OF GOOD REPAIR REMAINS AN IMPORTANT FOCUS
State of Good Repair refers to the condition
of transportation infrastructure to be able to
operate at their full level of performance. Keeping
the existing transportation system in a state of
good repair is essential to providing safe and
reliable transportation options for San Francisco
residents, workers, and visitors. It is also the
foundation needed to support safety and livability
enhancements and planned growth — it is
necessary for attaining the long-range Vision for
San Francisco’s transportation system.
The transportation system includes everything
from streets and roads to bridges and freeways
to local and regional transit systems to bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. Regular reinvestment in
these systems is more cost effective than replacing
assets that have fallen into a state of disrepair and
can mean a much better experience for travelers.
Smooth pavement provides a more comfortable
ride for bus riders, is safer for cyclists, pedestrians
and wheelchair users, and causes less damage to
vehicles. Regular maintenance of buses and trains
minimizes breakdowns that decrease the reliability
of transit service and inconvenience riders.
The estimated state of good repair needs for
San Francisco — as is the case for the Bay Area
region as a whole — could consume all available

CO NNECT SF STAT E MEN T OF N EEDS

discretionary funding. Deciding how to cost
effectively maintain existing transportation assets
while strategically upgrading and enhancing
the network is a necessary approach given
limited resources. The sections below provide
a snapshot of the state of good repair needs for
San Francisco’s transportation system.
Transit
San Francisco has an extensive local and regional
transit network, reflecting its Transit First policy.
This represents an enormous investment in
physical infrastructure such as vehicles, tracks,
tunnels, maintenance facilities, stations and
software, as well as ongoing operating costs to
provide transit service and maintain these systems
on a day-to-day basis.
Neither SFMTA nor the regional transit operators
serving San Francisco, such as BART and Caltrain,
have the budget to replace all their assets before
or by the end of their useful life, which has led to
a serious backlog in repairs. When assets do get
replaced, it is typically easier to secure funding to
replace assets that directly touch passengers, such
as new buses or trains, than it is to repair, upgrade
or replace assets like maintenance facilities.
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Table 15 shows the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission’s (MTC) draft estimated capital and
operating needs by agency for 2020 through
2050, based on data and information provided
by transit operators. The table identifies transit
operators that San Francisco regularly contributes
money for capital needs, along with the Transbay
Joint Powers Authority (TJPA), which operates
the Salesforce Transit Center. Operating costs
include the cost to operate and maintain existing
transit service levels, systemwide non-operating
expenses (including debt service), and costs to
operate service for committed expansion projects
like the Central Subway when they come online.
Local Streets
Maintaining local streets, roads, and on-system
bicycle, pedestrian and other non-pavement
infrastructure such as signs, signals, sidewalks
and storm drains is a key responsibility of local
government. San Francisco, like most jurisdictions,
carries a backlog of deferred local street
maintenance. With the influx of new funding,
especially Senate Bill 1 state gas tax funds, pavement
conditions have improved in recent years, though
funding still lags significantly behind need. In addition,
the current competitive construction market means
costs for materials and labor are higher, so each
dollar does not go as far as in previous years.
MTC’s preliminary estimate of the funds needed
to maintain the pavement in San Francisco at
the current ‘fair’ average condition (around a

moving three-year average Pavement Condition
Index score of 72) and associated non-pavement
infrastructure through 2050 is $5.2 billion. To reach
a state of good repair (e.g., an average Pavement
Condition Index score in the low to mid 80’s) is
$5.8 billion. MTC’s preliminary estimates for the
funding shortfall for these two scenarios is $1.9
billion and $2.5 billion, respectively.
Local Bridges
San Francisco has 24 locally owned bridges that,
like transit facilities and streets, require ongoing
maintenance. One common way to summarize the
overall condition of a bridge is the Sufficiency Rating,
which is calculated based on several factors that
describe a bridge’s structural evaluation, functional
obsolescence and its essentiality to the public.
A rating of 100% represents an entirely sufficient
bridge and a rating of zero percent represents an
entirely deficient bridge. San Francisco’s local bridge
structures have an average Sufficiency Rating of 73,
with 3 of the 24 structures having a Sufficiency Rating
of less than or equal to 50.
MTC’s preliminary estimate of operating and
maintenance needs to achieve and maintain
San Francisco’s local bridges in a state of good repair
through 2050 is $79 million. This assumes a state
of good repair is achieved in the first ten years and
maintained thereafter. The data available for local bridge
needs is not as robust as for local streets and roads, but
this estimate provides an order of magnitude sense of
the total need for state of good repair work.

Table 15. Draft Transit Capital and Operating Needs by Operator (millions of YOE$)

Agency

Transit Capital Needs
State of Good Repair4

Maintain Current Conditions5

Transit
Operating Needs

$31,278

$21,824

$58,043

$5,375

$3,943

$8,349

TBD

TBD

$2,096

$21,234

$16,035

$67,139

BART
Caltrain
TJPA
SFMTA

4 MTC Estimate of cost to achieve a state of good repair (no assets exceed their useful life) within ten years, and then maintain that level through 2050.
5 MTC estimate of the cost to maintain assets at their existing condition for 2020 – 2050
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Freeways and Highways
The California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) develops a needs assessment for
the state highway system every two years. This
needs assessment, the State Highway System
Management Plan (SHSMP), includes a 10year forecast of needs to achieve established
performance targets for state-owned pavement,
bridges and tunnels, drainage, transportation
management systems (e.g. changeable message
signs on freeways), and related assets like highway
lighting and overhead signs. The SHSMP in turn
informs the State Highway Operation and Protection
Program (SHOPP), a funding program for managing
the state-owned road network focused on state of
good repair. Consistent with federal requirements
and best practice, Caltrans has developed an asset
management plan that identifies the total needs for
pavement and bridge preservation.
MTC has developed a preliminary estimate of the
total cost to reach a state of good repair for the state
highway system for the nine county Bay Area at a
total of $24.4 billion. County-level estimates (i.e., for
San Francisco alone) are not available at this time.
A preliminary review of pavement conditions on
state highways in San Francisco shows that almost
one half of lane miles are in poor condition, using
an international roughness index (IRI) standard that
state departments of transportation, like Caltrans,
are required to report to the U.S. Department of
Transportation as part of federal performance
measurement requirements (Table 16).
Table 16. Pavement Condition of State Highways in
San Francisco, 2017

International Roughness
Index (IRI) Threshold

Lane
Miles (%)

Good

Under 95

21%

Fair

95 to 170

32%

Poor

170 or higher

47%

As part of the Streets and Freeways Study, the
ConnectSF team will conduct additional state of
good repair analysis of the state highway system
in San Francisco, looking for opportunities to
coordinate enhancements with maintenance and
repair work and to advocate for San Francisco’s fair
share of SHOPP funding.
Resiliency and Sea Level Rise
When and how state of good repair investments
and network expansions/enhancements are made
must take into account the impacts of climate
change and the need to increase the resiliency of
the transportation system and other infrastructure.
San Francisco is already affected by periodic coastal
flooding today and will be even more at-risk in the
future. By 2050, the sea level may increase by up to
24" with an additional 40" of inundation during storm
surges and/or king tide events.
San Francisco is planning for this through the
Sea Level Rise Coordinating Committee, an
inter-departmental effort that includes the
Planning Department and SFMTA. The committee
conducted a Vulnerability and Consequences
Assessment (2019) that analyzed impacts to various
sectors, including Mobility.
Transportation assets are expected to
be impacted by sea level rise in several
neighborhoods, including Fisherman’s Wharf/
North Beach, Financial District, South of Market/
Mission Creek, and Bayview North/Islais Creek
(Figure 31). The ConnectSF process is being
coordinated with ongoing climate change and
adaptation planning processes underway within
the City to help mitigate the impacts.

Source: USDOT Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)
data, 2017
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Figure 32. San Francisco Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Zones
Source: SF Planning Dept, Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Consequences Assessment — May 2019 presentation to Planning Commission
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Conclusion
While San Francisco’s continued growth in the future will provide some local
and regional benefits, the City faces many challenges before it can reach the
Vision for San Francisco developed by the community and stakeholders. Without
new investments and bold policy interventions, it will be very difficult to make
real progress towards the ConnectSF goals related to equity, environmental
sustainability and economic vitality. Areas of concern include:
» Uneven outcomes for Communities of Concern. While
accessibility and commute times are expected to improve
for San Francisco residents as a whole, they are expected to
get worse for residents of Communities of Concern.
» Lack of progress toward an increased non-auto mode share. New
development, more people, and more jobs in the coming years mean that
travel by all modes is expected to grow substantially. However, proposed
transportation investments will only maintain the non-auto mode share (transit,
biking, and walking) as it is today. Given the City’s ambitious goals to increase
the non-auto mode share to 80% and reduce greenhouse gas emissions to
80% of 1990 levels by 2050, maintaining the status quo will not be sufficient.
» Continued growth in transit crowding and congestion. While
average travel times and accessibility outcomes are expected to
remain consistent or improve, San Francisco residents and visitors
using transit and driving will see declining conditions on transit and on
streets. Both transit crowding and roadway congestion are expected
to increase in the future, emphasizing the need for further investment
to better accommodate residents and other system users.
Table 17 provides a snapshot of key findings in each goal area. Most of these
findings are forecast to 2050, but those that cannot be forecast are presented using
current data only. A comprehensive review of all of the metrics analyzed for the
Statement of Needs is provided in Appendix A.
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Table 17. Overall Findings by Goal Area

EQUITY
» By 2050, residents of Communities of Concern (CoCs) have access to about
5% fewer jobs by transit on average than other San Francisco residents.
» Commute times increase for residents of Communities of
Concern, from 21.7 minutes in 2015 to 23 minutes in 2050,
while declining for other San Francisco residents.
» The share of CoC households with access to high quality transit declines from 94%
in 2015 to 92% in 2050 while increasing for other San Francisco households.

ECONOMIC VITALITY
» Commute times for San Francisco residents increase
slightly from 24.1 in 2015 to 24.4 minutes in 2050.
» Transit speeds are expected to increase slightly, from 11.6 mph in 2015 to 12.4
mph in 2050, while auto speeds are expected to decline by about 15%.
» The share of passenger hours on Muni that are crowded
increases from 18% in 2015 to 23% in 2050.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
» Mode share by transit, biking and walking remains unchanged from
2015 to 2050, with a slight increase from 39.4% to 39.8% of trips.
» GHG emissions are expected to decline by about 26% by 2050, due to current
State of California requirements and programs to produce a cleaner vehicle fleet.6

SAFETY AND LIVABILITY
» Bicycle and pedestrian injuries and fatalities have increased in recent years,
with the last three years being the highest three years of the last decade.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND ENGAGEMENT
» Over 5,000 individuals and more than 60 organizations have
contributed to developing the Vision for ConnectSF
» Since 2015 Muni’s on-time performance systemwide has decreased
from a high of 61.3% in 2016 to a low of 54.5% in 2019
6 California’s statutory authority to require lower vehicle emissions is currently the subject of legal action by the federal government
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WHAT ARE WE DOING TO ADDRESS THESE NEEDS?
The next step in the ConnectSF planning process is to
identify potential transportation infrastructure and policy
solutions that can help move the City towards the Vision
set for the future. The Transit Corridors Study and Streets
and Freeways Study will identify major project and policy
concepts for transit, active transportation, streets, and
freeways that will help us meet these future challenges.
As these studies identify new transportation improvements,
they will also evaluate how to fund those improvements
in the future. In the 2017 update to the SFTP, over 75% of
the total funding in the proposed Investment Plan came
from local revenues, reflecting a national trend towards
more self-help funding from local jurisdictions. Despite
the significant level of local investment, the City’s needs
continue to increase faster than available revenues.
As a region, San Francisco identifies its priorities alongside
other counties in Plan Bay Area 2050, the region’s longrange transportation planning effort led by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC). The project and policy
priorities developed through ConnectSF will be used to
shape San Francisco’s input to Plan Bay Area 2050.

Photo by Sergio Ruiz, flic.kr/p/NNKbNY
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